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ABSTRACT 
Let A andB be positive operators and p, ct, s >/0. Assume either (1) A /> B and 
fl >~ max{- ½(p + 2a), - ½(i + 2a)}, or (2) A and B are invertible with log A ~> 
log B and /3 >/ -a .  Then, for any continuous increasing function f on •+ with 
f(0) = 0, the trace inequality Trf(A~(A'~BPA~)SA ~) <~ Trf(A (p+2~s+2~) holds. 
This generalizes both a trace inequality due to Kosaki and one due to Furuta. 
© 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a bounded linear operator acting on a complex Hilbert space. 
We write A >/0 if the operator A is positive. For positive operators A and 
B, wewr i te  A >~B if A -  B >~0; A >> B if A and B are invertible and 
log A >/ log B. The order >> is the chaotic order among positive invertible 
operators [2]. A result of Ando [1] states that A >> B if and only if the 
inequality A 2r >1 (ArB2rAr) 1/2 holds for all r >~ 0. Other characterizations of 
the chaotic order may be found in [2], [3], [5], and [12]. 
I f  A and B are positive operators atisfying A >i B, then it is known that 
T r f (A )  >~ Tr f (B ) ,  where Tr is the usual trace and f is a continuous 
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increasing function on •+ with f(0) = 0. Using Furuta's inequality [4] and 
the fact that Tr A is the sum of the singular numbers /x,(A), n = 1, 2, "" [9], 
this trace inequality was generalized by Kosaki: 
THEOREM A [11]. Assume A >~ B and p > 1, a/> max{- 1, -p /2} .  
(i) Then there exists a partial isometry U satisfying 
A~/ZBPA~/2 <~ U*AP+~U. 
(ii) For a continuous increasingfunction f on R+ with f(O) = O, we have 
Tr f (  A'~/ZBPA ~/z) <~ Tr f (AP+~) .  
In the above statements he invertibility of A is assumed if a < O. 
Recently, Furuta [8] (see also [7]) not only generalized Kosaki's result, he 
also proved a similar trace inequality under the assumption that A >> B. The 
latter result is as follows. 
THEOREM B [8]. Let A and B be positive invertible operators uch that 
A >> B. Assume thatp >~ u > O, s >~ 1, a E [0, 1], and fl >~ -ua .  Then the 
following holds: 
(I) There exists a partial isometry U satisfying 
A ~/2( A,,,~/~ZBPA,,,~/2)~A t3/2 <~ U*A("'~+p)~+ OU. 
(II) For a continuous increasingfunction f on ~+ with f(O) = O, 
Tr f (  At3~2(A""/2BPA""/Z)'A~/2) <<. Trf(A(~"+P)~+t3). 
In this paper we will use, among others, Kosaki's inequality (i) and 
Furuta's inequality i4] to establish a trace inequality (Theorems 5 and 6 
below). Our inequality generalizes both inequalities (ii) and (II). 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect certain known facts which will be used in 
conjunction with Kosaki's inequality to derive our main results. 
LEMMA 1 [6, THEOREM 2.1]. I f  A >1 B with A invertible or if  A >> B, 
then for  every p >1 0 there is a unique positive contraction T = A -p # B P, 
the geometric mean of  A -p and B p, such that B p = TAPT. 
LEMMA 2 [3-5, 12]. I f  A >~ B or if  A >> B, then A 2~ >~ 
(A=BPA~) 2~/~p+2~) for  p, a >t O. Moreover, if a > 0, then A zn >~ 
(A~BPA~) 2n/~p+2~) for  0 <~ 77 <~ a. 
LEMMA 3. I f  A >1 B with A invertible or if  A >> B, then fi~r p, s, a >>, 0 
there is a positive contraction T such that ( A~B PA ~)~ = TA ~ P + 2 ~)~T. 
Proof. If A >> B, then A p+2a >> A~BPA ~ [2, 12], and the result 
follows from Lemma 1. Next, suppose that A >/ B and A is invertible. If 
a = 0, then the result follows from Lemma 1. If  a > 0, then by Lemma 2 
we have A2~>~ (A"BPA~)  2~/~p+2~), and the result again follows from 
Lemma 1. • 
LEMMA 4 (Hansen's inequality [10]). I f  A >1 0 and T is a contraction, 
then the inequality (T 'AT)  p >>- T 'APT  holds for  0 <~ p <~ 1. 
3. THE MAIN RESULTS 
We are ready to present our main results. 
THEOREM 1. Let A and B be positive operators and p, ~, s, ~ >~ O. 
Assume that either A >~ B with A invertible or A >> B. Then there exists a 
partial isometry U such that 
AS(  A"BPA~)~A ~ <~ U*A<p+2~)~+213U. 
Proof. I f  p =0 or s=O,  we need only let U=I  and the inequality 
clearly holds. Thus assume p > 0 and s > O. 
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Let 2y -- (p 4- 2a)s, H = A z~, and u = (13 7) /7 .  Lemma 3 implies 
there is a positive contraction T such that (A"BPA")  '~= TA(~'+z~)~T = 
TA2rT. Since u >/ -1  and ArTA~ ~ A zr = H, we have 
AS(  A~BeA~) ~A~ = A~TA2~TA ~
= A#-7(ArTAr )2A~-r  
= H,,/2( ArTAV)ZHU/2 
<~ U*H2+"U by Theorem A(i) 
= U*A(P+2a)s+2~U. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A and B be positive operators and p, ~, s, 18 >10. 
Assume that either A >>- B or A >> B. For any continuous increasing function 
f on R ÷ with f(O) = O, 
Tr f (  A/3( A'~BPA'~)~AtJ ) <~ Trf(A(P+2")'~+2~). 
Proof. First note that the trace inequality of the proposition will follow if 
the inequality Izn(A~(A~BPA~YA ~) <<. IZn(A (p+2a)s+el3) is proven. Let A, 
= A + ~, E > 0. Then A~ is invertible. Since the singular numbers are norm 
continuous, if we can establish this inequality on the singular numbers with 
A, in place of A, then, letting e tend to 0, the general case follows by 
continuity. Therefore, without loss of generality, we may assume that A is 
invertible. It is now apparent that Theorem 1 can be invoked. 
After invoking Theorem 1, the proof of the proposition follows lines 
similar to those in [8] and [11]. Since we will employ a similar proof in the 
next theorem, we therefore omit the details here. • 
The next proposition is a generalization of Kosaki's trace inequality. 
Indeed, it contains a corollary which extends inequality (ii). 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A and B be positive operators with A >t B, and let 
p > 1, ot >/0, s > (1 + 2a) / (p  + 2a),  and 18 >i - ½(1 + 2a).  For any 
continuous increasing function f on R + with f(O) = O, 
Trf(A~(A'~BPA'~)~At3) <~Trf(A(P+2'~)~+2~). 
The invertibility of A is assumed if t8 < O. 
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Proof. In view of Proposition 2, we need only consider the case/3 < 0. 
For convenience, we let /3 = -77, 3' = 71/(p + 2or), r = (s - 2y ) / ( s  + 
2y), and H = A~BPA ~. Clearly 0 < r < 1. The condition on /3 ensures that 
q = (p  + 2t~)/2r/>~ 1 and q(1 + 2a)  >~p + 2a .  Therefore, H 2v = 
(A~BPA~) 2n/(p+2~) <~ A 2n by Furuta's inequality [4]. Hence, S = H~A -n is 
a contraction, and T = A-nH2VA -n is a positive contraction. Thus 
A¢(  A~BPA~) ~ A~ = A-nHSA-n  
Since Theorem 1 implies 
for some partial isometry U, we have 
= S*H~-2vS 
<~ (S*HS+2vS) r by Lemma 4 
= (TAnH%nT)"  
AnH,~A n = An( A'~BPA'~)SA n <~ U*A(p+ 2a)s+ ZnU 
/x,,{ A ~ (A~BPA~) '~" A 13 } IX,~{(TAnHSAnT) "}
= [ I~,~(TAnH~AnT)] r 
<~ [ Ixn( AnH~An)] ~ 
< [IX,,(U*A 'p+2~)'~+ 2nU)]" 
< [tzn(A(P+2~)*+zn)] " 
= /Zn{ (a(P+2C'>s+2") r} 
= ' )  
for n = 1, 2 . . . . .  where (/.t,(.)}, = ~, 2 .... are the singular numbers [9]. There- 
fore, 
t~n{f( Ate(A~BPA~) Sat~)} =f{ Ix,,( Ate(A~BPA~) ~ a#)}  
<~ f{ Ix,( A ~p+ 2~),+ 2t~)} 
= tx,,{f( A(P+Z~'~+z~)}. 
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Summing both sides above over n yields the desired inequality: 
Try(A/3(A'~BeA'~)~A~) <~Try(A(P+'2c')s+'2~). • 
The following corollary of Proposition 3 extends Kosaki's trace inequality 
(ii). 
COROLLARY 4. Let A >>, B, and p > 1, /3 >~ -1 .  For any continuous 
increasing function f on ~ + with f(O) = O, 
Try(  A/3/2BPA 13/2) <~ Try(AP+/3).  
The invertibility of A is assumed if 13 < O. 
Proof. Set a = 0 and s = 1 in Proposition 3. 
REMARK. In [11] Kosaki observed that the trace inequality (ii) holds for 
any a if 0 ~< p ~< 1. Likewise, in the above corollary the trace inequality 
holds for any/3 if 0 ~< p ~< 1. 
The next theorem generalizes Proposition 3. 
THEOREM 5. Let A and B be positive operators and p, a, s >10. Assume 
A >I B and 13 >>, max{- 1 .~(p + 2a),  - ½(1 + 2a)}. For any continuous 
increasing function f on ~ + with f(O) = O. 
Try(A/3(A~BPA~)SAt~) <~ Trf(A{P+e~)~+z/3). 
The invertibility of A is assumed if 13 < O. 
Proof. We first consider the case p > 1. lnthis case/3>~ - ½(1 + 2a).  
If s > (1 +'2a) / (p  + 2a), the result clearly follows from Proposition 3. 
Thus assume 0 < s ~ (1 + 2c~)/(p + 2a).  We then have q = 1/s >~ 1 and 
hence (1 + 2a)q >~ p + 2a. It follows from Furuta's inequality [4] that 
(A~BPA~)  ~ <~A (p+2a)'~ Thus for any 13 we have AIJ(A~BPA~)~A/3<,, 
A ~ p + 2 ~), + 2/3. The result follows. 
1 Next consider the case 0 <p ~< 1. In this case 13>~ - 7(p +2a) .  
Hence K = A~BPA ~ ~ A (p+2a) = H and y = 213/(p + 2cr) >/ -1 .  Since 
A/3(A~BPA~)*A/3 = Hr/2K'~Hr/e, Corollary 4 and the remark following it 
imply 
T r f (  A~(A~BPA~)~A~) <~Try(  H ~÷r) = Try(A~p+e~)*+2/3). 
The proof is thus complete. • 
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REMARK. As indicated in the above proof, the trace inequality holds for 
any/3 i f0  < s ~< (1 + 2a) / (p  + 2a)  and p > 1. 
Finally, we present a generalization of Furuta's trace inequality (II). 
THEOREM 6. Let A and B be positive operators and p, a, s >~ O. Assume 
A >> B and [3 >~ -a .  For any continuous increasingfunctionfon •+ with 
f(O) = 0, 
T r f (A~(  AaBPA~)SA ~ ) <~ Trf(A(P+2~)~+2g). 
Proof. In view of Proposition 2 we need only establish the result for 
/3 < 0. Since the result clearly holds if p = 0, we therefore assume p > 0. 
First consider the case 0 ~< s ~< 2a/ (p  + 2or). In this case (A~BPA~) s 
<~ A (p+ za)s by Lemma 2. Thus A ~( A~BPA~)~A ¢~<~ A (p+ 2a)s+ 213 for any /3, 
and the result follows. 
For the case s > 2a / (p  +2a) ,  write /3= - r / ,  H=A~BPA ~, T= 
7//(p + 2a),  and r = (s - 2T) / (s  + 2T). Clearly 0 ~< r ~< 1. The assump- 
tion on /3 implies 0< 7/~< a. Hence we have H2V~<AZn by Lemma 2. 
Therefore, S = HrA -n is a contraction and T = A-nH2VA -~ is a positive 
contraction. The desired trace inequality may be established as in Proposi- 
tion 3. • 
REMARKS. 
(1) The trace inequality in the above theorem holds for any/3 if 0 ~< s ~< 
2a/ (p  + 2a).  
(2) A close examination of our development reveals that the inequalities 
obtained are essentially those concerning the nth singular numbers for the 
operators Ag(A"BPA")SA ~ and A (p÷2~)s+2~. Let I1" IIu be a unitarily invari- 
ant norm. Since II AIIu is a symmetric gauge function of the singular numbers 
/z,,(A), the trace inequalities obtained in this paper may be suitably rephrased 
as inequalities for unitarily invariant norms. 
The author wishes to express his deep gratitude to Professor T. Furuta and 
the referee for their many valuable comments, uggestions, and corrections. In 
particular, the observation made in the preceding remark (2) is the referee's. 
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